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I think that we all have listened with very great interest yesterday 
and specially this morning to the remarks that have been made on this point 
of our agenda - agriculture, and it's clear that to a great extent the 
success of theme got iat ions we are standing for depends on the results we will 
achieve in this field. I fully agree with what Mr. McEwen, the representative 
of Australia, just said, that it seems to be our last chance to come to results 
in this very important field. We all know that in the past we have made many 
efforts to reach solutions on problems of world markets and trade in agricultural 
products in various organizations, but we must confess too that we have never 
succeeded up to now. There seems to be, a general agreement that agricultural 
products must be included in negotiations and the President of the Council 
of the Six, Mr. Schaus, expressed it for the Community too. But saying this 
we know that we have before us a very difficult task, because experience has 
taught us in the past that it is not only a question of looking for the ways and 
means of dealing with trade but it is more a question of improving the marketing 
circumstances so that freer trade is possible without making agricultural populations 
in all of our countries, both in exporting and importing countries, the victims of 
freer trade. We all know that is the political issue that we are standing for. It 
is specially for that reason that the Six welcomed a proposal for commodity 
arrangements for certain basic agricultural products. I think that when we 
make an approach from this side there is a chance for success in solving the 
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problems, and that when we make an approach from this side of commodity 
arrangements for basic agricultural products we can expect that the producers -
that means that our farm population as a whole - will have the benefits too 
of freer trade; and we all know that it is a necessity from the political-point 
of view to have the benefits for agricultural populations in all countries. 
Especially-I would on this point to attract the attention, as has been done 
by Mr. Marshall and Mr. McEwen, on the terms of trade between industrial goods 
and agricultural goods. We all know that for certain basic foodstuffs - fats 
and oils, and cereals and meats, and there are other products also - the 
position is becoming worse and worse, and that in my opinion agricultural 
producing and exporting countries as well as importing countries have a great 
interest in seeing that we come to better terms of trade between basic 
agricultural foodstuffs and industrial products. This is not only a question 
that is important for exporting countries because all importing countries -
importing for Instance temperate foodstuffs - have home producers too, and 
I am convinced that the farmers in importing countries - and now I speak for 
the Six - are looking forward very much to seeing that we can come to better 
terms of trade in the basic foodstuffs. This all means, as it is expressed in 
the report before us and has been said this morning, that we have to make a new 
approach to the whole problem, an approach that gives new tasks to this 
Organization of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; new methods have to 
be found and we will have to be very inventive in the near future. I think 
that the reason why up to now we could not succeed in GATT was because the terms 
of reference of GATT and the methods were not adequate for dealing with agricul
tural products; we can be very happy to have a chance to do it now. When I 
say that the terms of reference and the rules of GATT did not apply for agricul
tural products, we all know that, as Ministers of Agriculture, we were always 
very inventive to manage with those GATT rules by means of our national 
agricultural policies; saying this I think that what we have to do is to deal 
with national agricultural policies not only from the trade aspects but as a 
whole, and whei I speak of national policies I am not excluding the community 
policy of our European Community, of course. It is my opinion that national 
agricultural policies are decisive; they are decisive for the well-being of 
the world population; they are decisive for world trade too. That leads to 
the conclusion that we have to deal with certain elements of those national 
policies and that we have to come to agreements ç- the use of those national 
policies. It is clear by what Mr. Schaus yesterday said that the Community is 
willing to do so when he said, and I have only French texts before me on this poitfti 
"Aucun des éléments susceptibles d'affecter l'équilibre des marchés agricoles 
mondiaux ne devrait être exclu à priori de la négociation.", I think that this 
is a very positive approach to the problem before us; that means that we are 
making this very positive approach. We can only do this on the base of a full 
reciprocity, and I hope that in the deals in the negotiations we have before 
us now that we will find that our partners - our contracting partners - are of 
the same opinion. I must say, Mr. Chairman, that what you heard this morning 
is rather encouraging in this field; I think we are on a good road leading to 
negotiating on the base of elements in our agricultural policies. But here I 
should like to make a remark and a warning. We all know that agricultural 
policies are so complex and so diverse that we have to make a choice of elements 
to deal with. In my opinion we have to restrict ourselves to those elements 
which are really decisive for world trade; if we are not going that way, in 
my opinion, we shall year after year continue to be in much of a muddle; and 
so in my opinion the preparatory work, the classification of those elements, 
is very important. 
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We all know that the decisive elements for world trade are also the 
decisive elements for the well-being of farm populations, as well in exporting 
countries as in importing countries. Of course there we have to make a 
political decision; we have to go between the devil and the deep sea - that 
would be the biggest task; in dealing with those basic elements we shall 
have to deal with the farm population interests of importing and of exporting 
countries. That means that the classification of the elements to be negotiated, 
the preparatory work, is very important. There were certain suggestions to 
form groups in the near future - I think that is a good thing that you have to 
do that - but the groups to be formed have to be very careful, and there should 
be a restricted choice of the basic elements that are decisive. Let me take 
cereals as an example. There are countries where the price policy is decisive 
for home production. Perhaps this is the case in our Community where the 
price policy of cereals both today and the future is decisive not only for 
cereals produced at home in the Community or in any other country. Then it is 
clear that the price policy is decisive too for the import quantity - the 
quantity being imported - so that it is also decisive for world trade. In that 
context we have to deal also with price policy; but when we have to deal with 
price policy as the basic element, the decisive element, I think that we can 
leave aside a lot of other elements that are secondary items and only deal 
with the main point, otherwise we will never come through all the difficulties 
we have before us. When for instance subsidy policy - subsidy on exports or 
subsidy to producers - or deficiency payments are decisive or are influencing 
home production in such a way that such a measure is regulating too the 
possibilities of imports - it can be done under a free import policy - such as 
Mr. Soames referred to.this morning - there can be a subsidy policy decisive 
as to what can be imported, and we will have to deal with subsidies to pro
ducers, and we have to deal with deficiency payments. It is all the same if 
you have a deficiency payment as a price factor. There you have in production 
two elements that are decisive. In my opinion we have to come to rules to 
agreement on these points. We have in this way to go to the roots of the 
problem. That means that up till now we have always dealt with the trade 
aspect of the question and not with the aspect of production; now we have to 
go further. That means, more and more, that we have to agree on basic 
elements in agricultural policies, and as once I called it here in a meeting of 
GATT, we have to create a code of good behaviour in agricultural policies; I 
think still that that is what we have to do. It is in this context that I 
should like to say something of commodity agreements and commodity arrangements. 
Proposals have been made, as we find that in the report - and it has been 
repeated today by various Ministers - for instance for cereals and for meat. 
Well, I must say that the Six are fully in agreement with that, and that the 
principle has already been agreed on during the Brussels negotiations, that 
for cereal products we will have to come to certain commodity arrangements. 
Perhaps also for vegetable oils and fats, I am thinking also of sugar - and 
perhaps there are still other products - so the list is not limited by cereals 
and meat. Nothing has been said up till now about what should be the content 
of those commodity arrangements, that is the difficulty. How far are we going 
in these arrangements? I think, that when we have to agree on certain decisive 
elements of our agricultural policies; then we have already laid a base for 
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commodity arrangements. When we have an agreement on basic elements in the 
national policies of export and importing countries - it can be on prices, 
it can be on subsidies, it can be on export subsidies and so on - then 
the basic element for commodity arrangement is there. Perhaps we have to 
go somewhat further when there are surpluses and we have to deal with 
questions of surplus disposal which can disturb markets too, and we want an 
arrangement on this aspect too. But anyhow, I think that it will be a good 
thing to restrict ourselves in the elements, otherwise it will take us 
years and years to come to arrangements, and when we restrict ourselves to the 
decisive elements we will have a chance to do it in the time we have before us. 
The Community is fully prepared to take part in this work. 

That bringe ne to an-ther p«int md that is the crganizati«n of the 
future work that is before us. There have been several suggestions in the 
report, and this morning Mr. Marshall, Mr. McEwen and other delegates made, 
I think, very good suggestions that could be thought over. Our President 
of our Council of the Six yesterday said that the Working Group should define 
the conditions in which the negotiations of agricultural products could be 
developed. I think, of course, that this is a very good idea as far as the I 
work that should be done is concerned; I think that, first of all, classifica
tion of the groups of products is an important thing: products only 
protected by tariffs, and products that are under some form of national 
agricultural policy - that means protection other than tariffs. But in the 
second group I have just mentioned I think we will have to make a distinction 
between two groups of products. Two groups would comprise first the products 
for which the solution can be commodity arrangements and secondly products 
where certain elements where national agricultural policy will have to be 
negotiated. And for these two groups it is important that the elements that 
must form the base of a conmodity arrangement and the elements in agriculture 
policies should be defined. There has been a demand by Mr. Herter, and 
Mr. Schaus too and other Ministers have asked for working groups on cereals 
and meat to work out the basic elements for commodity arrangements. Well, the 
Community agrees to that. I should not only limit it to those products, 
there can be more in the future, the dairy products have been mentioned. But 
here I must say very clearly that, as far as the Community is concerned, we 
cannot take part in any negotiations in these groups before we have our 
instruments of agricultural policy, that means instruments of common agricultural 
policy. We have first to establish our agricultural policy for certain 
products. As far as meat is concerned and dairy products, in our programme of 
action of the Six we have to decide before the end of the year. It is very 
clear that it is of interest for the Commission, and I am speaking for the 
Commission of our Community, to do everything to accelerate that decision in the 
course of this year in such a way that we can tako part at an early moment in 
the negotiations of the Group on Meat. For cereals it is another question; 
we can start directly because there we have a common agricultural policy. But 
that means that, of course, before we have decided on our agricultural policy 
on dairy and meat we can take part in some preparatory work. A lot of 
statistical work has to be done; but I must say that we cannot take part in 
negotiations when we don't have a policy of our own. Lastly, I should like to 
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refer to interim arrangements; Mr. Chairman, I do not see, I am not very clear 
what must be the content of interim arrangements. There was, Mr. Herter expressed 
it yesterday, a fear that definite arrangements would take too long a time and 
that we oannot wait up till the moment when we have the definite arrangements. 
But, Mr. Chairman, I think that when we are directly starting and, having as an 
objective to come to certain interim arrangements, whatever may be the content, 
we will meet the same difficulties as when we want to strive towards definite 
arrangements. It is for that reason that the Community is not in favour, 
in general, of interim arrangements. Anyhow, it is clear that when we come 
to interim arrangements they have to be seen as arrangements comparable with 
what has to be done in tariff agreements on industrial products; those • 
interim arrangements will have to be built up in a full reciprocity too. And 
then I do not see quite clearly whether it will help us to have interim 
arrangements as objectives. I think that we want to deal with the real basic 
elements that are necessary to be agreed on, then we can avoid every difficulty 
of that sort. It will take us too long a time, and so we are in favour of 
directly starting our work in such a way that we can come to definite arrange
ments. Sometimes I have had the experience that once when you have, for 
instance, built a house for a certain period, it will last very long. Those 
temporary dwellings can last for twenty or thirty years. I have some feeling 
that we can come up against the same difficulties with so-called interim 
arrangements; I think that taking into account the reality of the politioal 
world from every side, and I can declare from the point of view of the Community 
there is the will to come to international commodity arrangements - I think 
we will have to build that house in the time that is given us. Now I would 
like in conclusion to say that, of course, we have a great task before us, not 
only of trade negotiations. The farm population in all our countries have 
a very great interest in what will happen in the next two years. They all 
have suffered, both in exporting countries and importing countries, too long 
from a disorganized world market and from terms of trade becoming worse and 
worse. But it is not only the farm population that is interested; for us 
all there is no room for any failure. 
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